
Assail was originally composed for the MAZE ensemble with a premiere in the 
Amsterdam BIMhuis as part of the 2017 MAZE Festival. At that time I used a custom 
built app called Interactive Slides, Max and the Kyma System. Here is the trailer of that 
performance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-P7V0WznwE

When the Interactive Slides App was no longer updated and I could not use it anymore, 
I decided to revise Assail where I could play it as a solo.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-P7V0WznwE


Marcel Wierckx and I dove into a long period of research to develop the programming 
where the piece would still hold it’s integrity and would be performable.

Marcel brilliantly solved the issue by programming in Javascript, using the p5js 
library which is controlled using the new node.script object in Max. 

The Javascript code runs in a browser using a limited set of features. It is platform-
independent and can be updated or extended easily without having to go through the 
App store. 

I was relieved to liberalize myself from the custom-built app world.

https://www.lownorth.nl/
https://p5js.org/


We needed to make some compromises which seem now like enhancements 
where video is projected on a screen behind me rather than on 6 iPads. I 
projected words using Javascript  on the iPads on that version.

I gave up on the 6 aging iPads and traded them in for a new one.
I now use Kyma Control and Mira to control Kyma and Max.

Although I use it in my improv set up, I do not use Kyma Control in Assail.

I am relieved that these device Apps are stable and updated regularly.



Assail the piece
Assail is a story that is told six different times from six different emotional perspectives 
with musical interludes as part of the storytelling. 

Whereas the order of the different music and text sections are determined randomly by 
a Max patch, the piece has a set beginning and end. 

The story is the rape of a 21 year old woman told from the perspective of Confusion, 
Disgust, Fear, Rage, Shame and Sorrow. 

The abstract storytelling during the film clips followed by musical playing occurs six 
times in random order. Since the music is improvised, I need to decide what to play
depending on when each mini-story occurs.



A couple of musical and theatrical interests dictated the structure of Assail.

One was how to build a story that had no climax and would slowly reveal content 
over a series of episodes that were interpretations of a complete story.

The other was how to create a sonic environment that could be gently unpredictable, 
and would give the impression of simultaneity and counterpoint
eventhough these were not strictly determined.

Combining control parameters such as volume and section-change 
with background modulations gives the technology a role 
as a second musician/person in the piece. 

This balance between support and tension from the system 
keeps me on my toes and motivates me
to build a performance that delivers a message while dealing with the unexpected.



This is what I see on my iPad using Mira.
The Prelude is the first section.



I send a cue to move on to the next section which will be one of six possibilities.
While the films play, I tell the version of the story associated with that emotion.



The text appears on the Mira patch for me to read.
Somtimes I leave things out, sometimes I repeat things.



Disgust - Analog synth video



Fear - Electric guitar video



Rage - Keyboard video



Shame - Flute and clarinet videos superimposed



Sorrow - Double bass pizzicato video



Postlude - Clips of double bass pizzicato and flute superimposed



This is the main Max patch created by Marcel Wierckx and me. 
It plays video/audio and sends control information to the Kyma System.
I don’t use the node.script in this version.



This is the subpatch for Mira on the iPad.
The Kyma, Blur and Grain volumes control the Kyma Sounds.
The cue system calls up a text and sets a timer on.



This is an example where the Shame video is played and I read the Shame text.
The Text Clock counts down in seconds to the length I have set the video to play, 
which is the length it usually takes me to read the text. That way I can pace my storytelling. 
Since each text/video section is a different length I have room to improvise.



This Max subpatch sends volume and scaled random values for 
panning, envelope, speed and changing tonic via OSC to Kyma.
The Min and Max values can be set by hand.



The same subpatch as the previous page, showing the OSC.



Kyma Timeline used to record the Kata Presentation version.
My goal was to assemble the Minimal Music with a few simple processing sounds.
That way I could focus on the storytelling and on making music with the
scaled random changes in tonality and speed.



Each preset is a different tonality. 
The ”ish” tonalities are microtonal variations on a single pitch.
The speed and cycles change in scaled random timings.
Volumes are controlled manually via Mira.
Preset, speed, cycles and volume are sent via OSC from Max to Kyma.



This is the stereo version of the Minimal Music for the recording.



This is the quad version for performances using the Multichannel Pan.



I love the quad version and I’ve used it in other settings.



This is a simple Granular Synthesis processing of the flute/voice that I use sparingly
depending on the needs dictated by the story and the performance feel.



The creation of Assial was funded by the 

Deep thanks to Alan Jackson who is my Kyma coach.
And to Marie Phillips who worked with me on the writing of the story. 


